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1. BACKGROUND 

Japan had suffered a great deal of damage by Tohoku region Pacific Ocean earthquake occurred in 2011. 

Above all, the accident of Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant was widely reported throughout the 

world. External power supply was lost by earthquake, but it seemed that the activation of the emergency 

diesel generator, once made going to stable. However, the tsunami exceeded the regression-height 14m, 

the emergency diesel generator lost its function, and the plant fell into a station blackout (SBO). By SBO, 

cooling systems became impossible and melting of nuclear fuel occurred, radioactive material led to the 

environment out of nuclear power plant by isolation failure. After that, the role of PRA, especially 

seismic PRA and tsunami PRA, became more important than ever. However, seismic level 2 PRA, i.e. the 

evaluation of the frequency of containment failure and the source term has not been carried out explicitly 

so far.  

The analysis model is necessary to consider impact to the containment function by earthquake.  From a 

viewpoint of the accident at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant, accident management (AM) 

measures during a severe accident require to take into influences appropriately. Therefore, findings by the 

level 2PRA evaluation considering the earthquake risk must be reflected into the disaster prevention plan.

2. PURPOSE 

This study is carried out to establish the evaluation method of seismic level 2PRA, i.e. the branch 

probability of containment event tree that affects the values of containment failure frequency could be 

expressed for each seismic acceleration level. Therefore, to clarify the difference between the evaluation 

of internal events and seismic event, the features of containment failure frequency due to severe accident 

caused by earthquake should be identified. 

3. METHOD 

This study is composed of following six tasks. 

A) Core damage scenarios of BWR5 with Mark-II containment due to the seismic event should be 

identified. Based on the system models of seismic level 1PRA (event tree: ET, fault tree: FT), 

the core damage frequency will be evaluated by the seismic system reliability evaluation code 

(SECOM2-DQFM). 

B) In addition to the level 1PRA caused by earthquake, for carrying out the seismic level 2PRA, 

the branch probabilities of each earthquake acceleration level of the physical phenomenon 

during severe accident will be evaluated. 
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C) Based on the results of B), the system model of seismic level 2PRA (containment event tree: 

CET) will be composed. 

 

D) From the above, the system model (containment fault tree: CFT), in which the containment 

failure for the top event, will be developed. 

 

E) Using the model created in D), the containment failure frequency in the seismic level 2PRA 

will be evaluated by SECOM2-DQFM. 

 

F) The validity of the analysis results of E) will be examined. 

 

4. LEVEL 1 PRA 

 

4.1 Analysis Code : SECOM2-DQFM  

 
In this study, SECOM2-DQFM is used for analysis that has been developed for system reliability 

assessment for the seismic event. SECOM2-DQFM code system consists of 14 elements of code that has 

been developed in Fortran90 basis. In SECOM2-DQFM, the realistic response of equipment that can be 

obtained in response analysis, and capacity of equipment obtained by the capacity analysis and 

conditional damage probability of equipment of ground motion each levels are calculated. Core damage 

probability (Core Damage Probability: CDP) will be calculated for each seismic level because core 

damage becomes a top event of fault tree (Fault Tree: FT). Moreover calculating CDF (Core Damage 

Frequency: CDF) combined the results and seismic risk obtained in seismic hazard assessment. Other, 

importance ratings and uncertainty analysis as applied functions, it is possible to evaluate in consideration 

of correlation. 

 

4.2 Analysis Condition  

 
The recovery of emergency diesel generator or something others of AM measures were not considered in 

this study, as an analysis condition for the level1 PRA. Although the recovery of equipment, such as 

emergency diesel generators or residual heat removal system (RHR), should be considered as AM 

measures, it was assumed the damages by an earthquake are never restored in this case. 

In addition, as features of the time earthquake in this study, it was determined that the occurrence of 

Interface System LOCA (ISLOCA) is not negligible, Loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA) separately from 

the events, as a new initiating events it built the event tree (ET) and Fault Tree (FT) was evaluated. 

 

4.3 Input Data  

 
The analysis code "SECOM2-DQFM" used in this study has mainly FT data, ET data, Response-capacity 

data, and Seismic hazard data, and all of them are essential to calculate.  

Details are described as follow. 

 

(1) FT Data 

 

In this study, FT is used for the integrated FT that is combined the hierarchical ET and FT. Also, the 

hierarchical ET arranged in descending order of influence on the reactor that is ET to deploy ET to 

correspond to each event. However, in this study, the CDF by deploying the FT was used as a model 

system to calculate rather than ET. Moreover, in the hierarchy ET, the event higher fragility than target 

event is assumed not to occur than targeted event, and the event with lower fragility than target event is 

assumed to occur along with the target event.  The part of the FT used in this study is shown in Fig.1. 
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Fig.1 Examples of integration FT that the CD as the top event 

 

(2) ET Data 

 

ET used in this study was created based on the integration FT formed in 4.3.1. For example, ABW 

sequence is occurred initiating event following large-scale loss of coolant, in short, assuming to occur 

medium-scale loss of coolant, small-scale loss of coolant, and loss of external power supply. 

 

(3) Response and Capacity data 

 

The Zion methodology, the evaluation method of JAEA, was brought into this study and quoted the floor 

response spectra obtained in response coefficient method on partial modification. The response factor 

method, realistic response of equipment and buildings is the response as evaluated results already 

obtained by seismic design, or response evaluated results for certain seismic level reassessed using a more 

accurate analysis method, which are evaluated by extrapolating to any of the seismic level. The response 

factor occur initiating analysis model used for response evaluation and parameters of the uncertainty and 

the randomness of natural phenomena. It is intended to mean a deviation from the real response of the 

response evaluation result is a numerical value expressed as the ratio for the real response of the 

evaluation result by the seismic design. This coefficient is treated as a random variable in accordance with 

the log-normal distribution, is an evaluation method that represents a logarithmic standard deviation that 

shows the median value and its uncertainty.  

Capacity data used in this study were collected from domestic empirical test data on release. And then, if 

there were similar equipment data, the more stringent evaluation was selected. Also, there were no 
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capacity analysis results, by classifying into each device, that substitute capacity results of similar 

equipment or using existing data. 

 

(4) Seismic Hazard Data 

 

In this study, the virtual model plate evaluated by JAEA was adopted in the seismic risk assessment. The 

frequency of occurrence per the acceleration up to 2250gal was input every 0 to 30gal in this data. And 

then, the uncertain excess incidence was placed as 1.00. 

 

5. LEVEL 2 PRA 

 

5.1 Analysis Code: THALES2 

 

THALES-2 code is a specific severe accident analysis code developed by JAEA in order to analyze the 

migration behavior of overall radioactive substance and accident progress at the time of severe accident 

(hereinafter referred to as FP) for probabilistic risk assessment of nuclear power plants (PRA). Input data 

is built from the input fields of 33, assuming a evaluated 1.1 million kW class BWR5 plant model with 

the Mark-II type containment, to construct a virtual plant model in the input data. 

 

5.2 Analysis Condition 

 

As an analysis condition for the level 2PRA of this study, as well as the level 1, the PCV vent was 

excepted for an analysis condition, AM measures are not considered. Recovery of equipment such as 

emergency diesel generators and residual heat removal system (RHR) were considered. But it presumed 

that there was damaged equipment by earthquake, when damage could not recovery equipment will be 

damaged.  

The reason for removing the PCV vent from analysis condition, PCV vent has been the last branch set in 

containment event tree, it is because damage state of the plant in different by the branch port . 

 

5.3 Definition of Plant Damage State 

 

In this study, initiating event of accident progress behavior the core damage accident sequences obtained 

from the results of seismic level 1PRA were classified core damage time, containment state, plant damage 

state from similarity due to the pressure of the reactor pressure vessel etc.  

In addition, the containment failure mode cannot be expressed in an accident progress analysis the failure 

mode of the earthquake-specific because that was not considered in this part. Therefore, the containment 

failure mode used the containment failure mode by core damage. 

 

5.4 Organize to Select Heading and Dependencies 

 
In this study, referencing the heading of the CET that was created at the level 2PRA caused by internal, 

considered the physical phenomena and response measures based on the failure mode. Then, heading 

were selected and considered subsidiarity and order. 

 

5.5 Construction of Containment Event Tree 

 

Because the selection of heading, subsidiarity, and the order were determined, the containment failure 

mode combined  damage state of the plant. Furthermore it was possible to construct a CET by 

determining the number of branches and branch probability in each heading. In addition, the number of 

branches that was unified in two types of failure or success. 
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5.6 Quantification of Branch Probability 

 

In this study, to calculate the containment failure frequency of earthquake acceleration each levels by 

calculating the branch probability for each earthquake acceleration level. Activation status of the device 

set in the CET headings can be expressed branch probability of seismic acceleration each levels by using 

the results of evaluation at the level 1PRA. However, physical phenomena such as more concrete reaction 

(MCCI) are necessary to consider whether there is influence by the earthquake. If it is consider, it is 

necessary to calculate a branch probability of earthquake acceleration each levels. If it isn’t consider 

branch probability by using the existing level2 PRA results are expressed. 

 

6. Analysis Results 

 

Seismic level 1PRA the result of performing is shown initiating event by core damage frequency graph, a 

piece of event progress result of level 2PRA, and the contribution percentage of part and containment 

failure frequency of containment event tree in Fig.2 ~8.  

 

From Fig.2, the contribution rate of loss of external power supply (LOSP) was larger than the loss-of-

coolant accident (LOCA), the contribution rate of LOSP accounted for about 73 percent of the total core 

damage frequency. This is because the frequency of occurrence of LOSP of initiating event was larger 

than the loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), it is thought to be much frequency leading to core damage after 

LOSP has occurred. Thus, the contribution of the LOSP increased in the entire core damage.  

 

 
Fig.2 Initiating Event by Core Damage Frequency of Occurrence 

 

Then TBL is representative (total loss of AC power supply long-term progressive), and 
describe the events progress analysis results. LOSP was caused by an earthquake, and it is 
an event that cannot reserve a power supply needed for safety of facilities because the 
emergency diesel generator was damaged by an earthquake. From occurred event, the 
reactor succeeded to reserve reactor subcritical,  but the operation of the ECCS except for 
the RCIC fail because there was no power supply. Also, RCIC is a turbine driven, but 
battery capacity was postulated by 8 hours. After the battery power depletion, it is a 
sequence which RCIC was assumed to be stopped. For these conditions first, core melt 
started from events occurred after about 15.7 hours, and all core fuel melted after about 
21.2 hours, it can be read from Fig.3 that fell down in the lower RPV.  
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Fig.3 The Ratio of Core Damage and The Ratio of Core Fall [TBL] 

 

Next, RCIC started after an event occurred, the core water level was maintained. Because RCIC repeated 

a water injection and stopping, RPV pressure repeated rising and falling. But RCIC stopped after about 

8.0 hours from events occurred. The core water level began falling sharply. And it wasn’t able to 

maintain. Therefore, the water level downed to the core bottom rapidly decreases, and the core fuel was 

exposed after about 15.8 hours. Accordingly, the core fuel melted and accumulated in the lower RPV, 

molten fuel penetrated the RPV  after about 16.5 hours, and it can be read from the RPV pressure change 

in Fig.4 which is the RPV failure. 

  
Fig.4 Changes in the RPV Pressure and Core Water [TBL] 

 

Since the pressure and heat within the RPV by fuel penetrated the RPV from the event occurrence 

escaped into the PCV. When the temperature in PCV after about 23.8 hours had been exceeded the setting 

value of the PCV over temperature damage that is 170 . Therefore, PCV over temperature damage 

became clear from Fig.5. In addition, in this study the setting value of the PCV over temperature damage 

is 170 , although the setting values of PCV over pressure damage was set at 7.81atm, saturated vapor 

pressure at a temperature of 170  is 7.81atm, when the temperature in the PCV reached to 170 , PCV 

pressure would possibility reach at 7.81atm.  
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Fig.5 PCV Pressure and Temperature Change [TBL] 

 

CET of TBL was built from the results previously, the schematic diagram of the CET shown in Fig.6, 

PCV failure mode contribution ratio of TBL shown in Fig.7. Sequence of the greatest frequency of 

occurrence in TBL was a sequence that failed after corruption and RPV damage before the recovery of 

the DC power supply. TBS is also the same reason as TBL, because it did not consider the recovery of 

DC power as AM measure, and it was conditioned failure probability of branch probability is 1.00. 

Therefore, it has resulted in FOT (excessive temperature damage) dominates most of the failure modes.  

The above results were obtained in each sequence, the result of obtaining the contribution percentage of 

plant damage state of containment failure frequency is Fig.8. From the Fig.8 About 98 percent of the total 

containment failure frequency was dominated by plant damage state of TW, TBS and TBL. From these 

results of the CET, damage of the emergency power supply was greatly involved in the core damage. 

Also, the working of safety equipment for prevents containment failure after core damage of TBS and 

TBL had been influenced because it did not consider the recovery of emergency power supply from 

analysis condition. Therefore, it was thought that the CFF of the contribution rate rose. However, branch 

probability of physical phenomena still need to be considered. 

 

7. SUMMARY 

 

Level 2PRA that caused by earthquake from Level 1PRA that caused by earthquake was tested for 

evaluation about improvement of the analysis method of earthquake level 2PRA. In the future, the branch 

probability of earthquake acceleration level each of the physical phenomenon of containment event tree 

should be considered. And, integration FT in the top event assumed containment failures that incorporate 

the results. Therefore, to complete the containment event tree of earthquake level 2PRA, and the 

containment failure degree is going to calculate for each seismic acceleration level. 
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Fig.7 PCV Failure Mode Contribution Ratio [TBL] 

 

 
Fig.8 CFF Contribution Ratio another Plant Damage State of Earthquake Caused 
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